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Abstract

The Georgian language has a complex verbal system, both agglutinative
and inflectional, with many exceptions. It is still a controversial issue to deter-
mine which lemmas should represent a verb in dictionaries. Verb tables help
neophytes to track lemmas starting from inflected forms but if in paper docu-
ments they are tedious and error-prone to browse. We propose Kartu-Verbs,
a Semantic Web base of inflected Georgian verb forms. For a given verb, all
inflected forms are present. Knowledge can easily be traversed in all directions:
from Georgian to French and English; from an inflected form to a masdar, and
conversely from a masdar to any inflected form; from component(s) to forms
and from a form to its components. Users can easily retrieve the lemmas that
are relevant to access their preferred dictionary. Kartu-Verbs can be seen as
a front-end to any Georgian dictionary, thus bypassing the lemmatization is-
sues. This report illustrates in detail how to use Kartu-Verbs and give some
indications about how the base is built. Our base, in its current state, is already
a successful proof of concept. It has proven helpful to learn about Georgian
verbs.

1 Introduction
Georgian is a Caucasian language, mother tongue of about 5 million people. It has
its own alphabet1. Georgian grammar has an especially complex verbal system2.
Without going into the details of the linguistic subtleties (we can, for example, refer
to [6, 8]), some illustrations of this complexity are given below from a beginner’s
perspective.

The number of conjugation rules is very important. There are numerous irregu-
lar verbs. What is especially confusing for French or English native speakers is that
conjugation can modify both the beginning and the termination of verbs. For exam-
ple, the verb “to work” (mushaoba - მუშაობა), at the first person plural of present

1We use a transliteration in Latin characters in this article (and in the base) to ease non-native
Georgian speakers’s reading. The transliteration is currently “French“ oriented for historical reasons.

2https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Géorgien.
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tense gives “vmushaobt” (ვმუშაობთ). Note the “v” at the beginning of the verb
and the “t” at the end. Some tenses, such as future and aorist, often but not al-
ways, introduce a preverb. For example, for verb “to work” , the first person singular
Present is “vmushaob” (ვმუშაობ) and the first person singular future “vimushaveb”
(ვიმუშავებ); for verb “to write” (“dats’era”), (დაწერა) the previous two forms are
“vts’er” (ვწერ) and “davts’er” (დავწერ). Note that for the verb ”to work”, ”ob” has
changed into ”eb” and a post-radical, ”v”, has appeared. Indications of movement
directions are given by prefixes. For example, “I go” = “mivdivar” (მივდივარ), “I go
down” = “chavdivar” (ჩავდივარ), ”I come down” = “chamovdivar” (ჩამოვდივარ);
note the different prefixes, the preradical “v” for the first person and the common
part “divar”. A dozen prefixes can be used. Regarding the variants of the “to come”
and “to go” verbs, in addition to all their prefixes, we can note the different forms
from one person to another. For example, “I come” = “movdivar” (მოვდივარ) but
“you come” = “modikhar” (მოდიხარ), “she comes” = “modis”(მოდის).

We must also count with verbs whose root changes at different tenses. For ex-
ample, the third person singular, of verb “to change”, Present: “tsvlis” (root, “tsvl”,
ცვლ), Aorist: “shetsavla” (root, “tsavl” ცავლ). Similarly for the verb “to punish”,
Present: “sdjis” (root, “sdj”, სჯ), Aorist: “dasadja” (root, “sadj”, საჯ).

The preceding examples do not pretend to make an exhaustive panorama of the
complexities. They only want to illustrate the difficulty of morpho-syntactic analysis.
This has a significant impact on learning the language. In particular, finding an entry
point for a verb in dictionaries is crucial to find translations and definitions. This is
correlated with the issues of lemmatization of Georgian verbs in Georgian Dictionar-
ies. Let us briefly recall some aspects (details can be found in [9, 7]). Georgian has
no infinitive. Most dictionaries use the “masdar”, a verbal noun, as lemma to repre-
sent a verb3. It is thus an entry in the dictionary for a given verb. However, for the
neophytes, going from a conjugated form to a masdar can be a real challenge. For ex-
ample, for “chamodikhar” (ჩამოდიხარ, “you come down”), the masdar is “mosvla”
(მოსვლა, “coming”). The only common part is “mo”. Many projects give samples of
inflected forms as lemma(s). For example, Daraselia and Sharoff use third person sin-
gular future [4]. The “Comprehensive Georgian-English Dictionary” [12], presents,
for all verbs, masdar and 3rd person singular in present and future tenses, both active
(transitive) form and passive (intransitive) form, with markers for the indirect object
in the third person. This is more exhaustive than in any previous bilingual Georgian
dictionary. It is, however, still quite hard for a neophyte to track the above-mentioned
“chamodikhar”. The Georgian-German dictionary of [15], uses a different approach.
It uses the abstract verbal root under which all subparadigms are listed. It can result
in an extremely complex structure of entries, which sometimes extend over many
pages [7]. While this representation is very informative for linguists, it is too cum-
bersome for beginners, especially as many roots consist of only one or two characters.
To quote T. Margalitadze “Scientific debates over these [lemmatization] principles

3In our system and in this report, a masdar is currently improperly called “Georgian infinitive”
because it is easier to understand for the (French or English non-linguist) target users.
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still continue right up to this day [9].
Some works provide exhaustive tables of inflected forms, for example the Geor-

gische Verbtabellen of [2] or the conjugation tables of the “Biliki” series by Nana
Shavtvaladze4. The latter contain conjugation tables of several types. The first type
of tables (called “whole conjugation tables” in the following) concerns the verbs in-
troduced in a given lesson. They are systematically conjugated at all the tenses that
have been introduced so far. In these tables, masdar and English translation are also
given. The second type of tables (called “sample tables” in the following) gives a
list of conjugation samples, one line per verb. A line contains, firstly, an English
translation and, for each tense introduced in the book, an inflected form at the third
person singular. Those tables are a tremendous help for the neophytes, they contain
invaluable information. However, learners have to browse through different books to
find relevant information. Finding an inflected form in order to translate from Geor-
gian to English is difficult. Indeed, the lines are sorted by English translation. When
searching for an inflected form, learners have to check each one of the more than
10 000 entries. Furthermore, the inflected forms use the Georgian alphabet that is
a big hurdle for beginners. Exceptions, which are quite common, cannot always be
anticipated from the sample tables. Verbs introduced in the first books do not have
a complete “whole conjugation” table because few tenses had been introduced at the
time these verbs had been introduced. Searching is thus tedious, it takes time and it
is not granted to find an existing entry.

We propose Kartu-Verbs, a Semantic Web base of Georgian inflected verb forms
that can be seen as a front-end to any dictionary, thus bypassing the lemmatization
issues.

Our project builds a comprehensive Semantic Web base of inflected verb forms
aiming at foreigners learning Georgian5. When a verb is in the base, the aim is that
all its inflected form are present and users can retrieve the lemmas relevant to ac-
cess their preferred dictionary. Knowledge can easily be traversed in all directions:
from Georgian to French and English and conversely; from an inflected form to a
masdar and from a masdar to any inflected form; from component(s) to forms and
from a form to its components. In order to build the base, conjugation rules, taking
exceptions into account, are built in Prolog, a programming language designed for
Language processing. The generated forms are integrated within a Semantic Web
tool, Sparklis, which can retrieve information from their facets, and allows users to
smoothly refine their queries by giving them suggestions [5]. The drawbacks listed
above are thus overcome. That is illustrated in Section 2, which also shows how
to gain meta-knowledge about the base. Section 3 explains the architecture of the
project. Section 4 briefly describes how the inflected forms are systematically gener-
ated. Section 5 discusses related work, draws some perspectives and concludes the
report.

4Biliki, Georgian Language For English Speakers. See http://lsgeorgia.com
5This base is available for consultation at https://www-semlis.irisa.fr/software/georgian-verb-

inflected-forms-base/
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2 Using Kartu-Verbs Our Georgian Verb Form Base
This section illustrates how to use our base of Georgian verb inflected forms and
demonstrates the power of the tool. As the base is primarily meant to be a compan-
ion of the “Biliki” books, we use the knowledge structures defined by Nana Shavtval-
adze (groups, subgroups, morphological decomposition, etc). We are aware that the
morphological decomposition is simplified, for example with respect to the work of
Kevin Tuite [16]. Section 2.1 illustrates how to find information about an inflected
form, our initial goal for the project. Section 2.2 shows that it is equally easy to get
information starting from an English infinitive. Section 2.3 shows how to build a sam-
ple of conjugation. Section 2.4 describes how to gain conjugation information from
a given tense or a given ending. Section 2.6 shows how to check hypotheses about
preradicals using logical operators. Section 2.7 gives more sophisticated queries to
gain meta-knowledge about the base using aggregates.
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2.1 Finding information about an inflected form

Figure 1: Defining a query with the help of suggestions

Figure 1 shows a screen shot of the base in Sparklis. The area is roughly divided
in 3 parts: the query at the top, suggestions in the middle and results at the bottom
(folded on this figure; it is illustrated on following examples). The displayed query
enables to find 12 features of inflected forms: its form in Georgian alphabet, person,
number, tense, preverb, preradical, root, postradical, present/future stem formant
(PFSF), ending, English infinitive and French Infinitive.

The Suggestions part, in the middle, is divided in 3 areas: “Types and Relations
of the verb” that is searched for, “Identities or Values of the verb” and“Aggregations
and Operators”. In the Relations area we can see features that have already being
used (for example “French Infinitive”); there are also features that could still be used,
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Figure 2: Getting information about an inflected form

for example “Georgian infinitive”. In the Values area we can see possible values
of verb form. Let us assume that we are interested in “inadirebdnen” and that we
would also like to have information about the “Georgian infinitive”. We can click on
both suggestions. The aggregations and Operators of the third area are illustrated in
Sections 2.6 and 2.7.

Figure 2 displays the query and results areas after “inadirebdnen” and “Geor-
gian infinitive” have been selected. The suggestions area is folded. The query has
been automatically updated. At the top there is no longer “give me every verb” but
“inadirebdnen”, and Georgian infinitive has been added. In the result area, the, now,
13 requested features about “inadirebdnen” correspond to 13 columns. We can see
its form in Georgian alphabet,“ინადირებდნენ“; it corresponds to the third person
plural of both conditional and future conjunctive tenses; it has neither preverb nor
postradical (indicated by “-”); its preradical is “i”; its root (or stem) is “nadir”; its
present/future stem formant (PFSF) is “eb”; its ending is “dnen”; a possible English
translation is “to hunt”; a possible French translation is “chasser”, its Georgian infini-
tive is “nadiroba”.

Note that the fact that the same inflected form corresponds to 2 different tenses
(Conditional and Further Conjunctive) is handled without any problem by Sparklis.

As illustrated above, all queries are built using suggestions. Users do not have
to invent anything. They can use filters to help Sparklis propose relevant suggestions
but queries are built solely by clicking on suggestions that are necessarily relevant.
The benefits are threefold, firstly it is easier to find something in a list than typing it,
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secondly users cannot mistype, and lastly, as a direct consequence, the queries can
never give an empty result. That is a very strong property.

2.2 Finding Information From an English Infinitive

Figure 3: The conjugation of the six persons at a given tense for a verb given in English

Figure 3 shows how to search for information starting from an English infinitive (here
“to live”). The query also specifies the tense (“present”) and requests information
about Georgian form, person, number, ending and Georgian infinitive. The table in
the result part gives the conjugation at the 6 persons at the present tense, the specific
endings and tells that it corresponds to Georgian verb “tskhovreba”. To get all tenses,
users can specify them in turn in the query in order to get them one after the other,
or they can leave the tense feature “open” and all tenses will be given. This view
is equivalent to a “whole conjugation table” of the Biliki books mentioned in the
Introduction.
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By “open” features we mean features that do not have a value specified in the
query (here “Georgian form”, “person”, “number” and “ending”). They produce the
columns of the result area. The features with a value in the query (here “English
infinitive” and “Tense”) are not repeated in the result area. One needs the query in
order to interpret the results.

Note that, at any moment, users can add or retract any value or feature from the
query. The results and suggestions area are then automatically updated by Sparklis.

2.3 Building a Sample of Conjugation

Figure 4: All 10 tenses at the second person singular of a verb given in Georgian
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Figure 4 shows how to conjugate Georgian verb “tskhovreba” at all the tenses known
by the base for the second person singular. This is equivalent to a “Sample table” of
the “Biliki” books. The advantage is that users can chose the person(s) they want.
Note that this time, we have specified the verb by its Georgian infinitive but we could
have given one of its English or French infinitives.

2.4 Learning About Tenses

Figure 5: Learning the possible endings at a given tense and a given person

Let us assume that we want to learn about the possible endings at the aorist tense
for the first person singular. Figure 5 shows a query that produces all the possible
endings. Six of them are found in the base (“e”, “a”, none (“-”), “da” “i” and “edi”);
for each ending the tool gives a sample of inflected form using this ending and the
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total number of forms using this ending. One can note that “mkonda” is the only verb
currently in the base with ending “da” at aorist first person singular. It is a form of verb
to have (kona, ქონა), a very special verb in many languages. The singular point is
correct. On the contrary, the endings of “vikirave” and “ts’avedi” are highly suspect.
Mistakes in the morphological analysis seem to have been made in the process of
making the base on them and probably on the other verbs of their cluster (6+10).
While the problems remain to be fixed, this is an illustration that Sparklis is also a
powerful tool to test the quality of the base.

Figure 6: Finding possible tenses from a given ending

Let us, now, assume that we have a verb form that is not present in the base
but the user thinks that the ending is “da”. It could already be interesting to know the
possible tenses. Figure 6 shows a query that sets the ending and asks for many features
(“Georgian Form”, person, number, tense, preverb, PFSF and English infinitive), in
order to try to map the searched verb to what is currently in the base. The result part
shows 10 forms out of the more than 200 that match the query. One can already
see that the ending most probably corresponds to a third person singular and that the
tense is most probably imperfect or conditional. One can also see that there seems to
be a correlation between the PFSF and the tense.
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Figure 7: Refining the query with the “ob” PSFS to try to identify rules

Figure 7 shows a refinement of the query, specifying “ob” for the PFSF. There are
indeed mostly imperfect forms except some cases that are conditional. Those cases
are the only one with a preverb. Users could investigate further to confirm or infirm
whether the correlation really exists.

2.5 Comparing Similar Forms
When learning, it is often useful to confront similar forms. For example, let us assume
that we realize that we are confused about “to have someone” and “to resemble”.
Figure 8 illustrates how to display the third singular present form for both verbs,
using feature “French infinitive” and the ‘òr” logical operator. The result part shows
that there is only one character difference. Now we know that “to have someone” has
a “q” (“ყ”) as second letter and “to resemble” a “g” (“გ”).
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Figure 8: Comparing two similar forms

Similarly, let us assume that we are confused about verbs containing “gheb”
(“ღებ”). Figure 9 illustrates how to use the suggestion area for the “Georgian form”
features at third singular present that contain “ღებ”. Now we know that for verb “to
dye” “eb” is part of the stem/root and the PFSF is “av”, while for verbs of the family
of “to take” “eb” is not part of the stem but it is the PFSF.
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Figure 9: Investigating similar stems
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2.6 Learning About Preradicals

Figure 10: Learning preradicals at first person, using logical operators “and” and “not”

Let us assume that a user believes that a first person always has preradical ”v” or ”vi”.
Figure 10 shows a query that searches for forms at first person (singular or plural, as
number is not specified) and whose preradical is neither “v” nor “vi”. The suggestions
area immediately shows that there are at least 6 other possibilities. The user has to
refine his/her knowledge!

Note that the query uses logical operators “and” and “not”. Other operators such
as “or” are also available by clicking on the small menu logo at the right of the focus
(in green on the figures).
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2.7 Meta-Knowledge about the base

Figure 11: Gaining knowledge about the group distribution, their numbers of PFSF,
preverbs and Georgian infinitives using aggregation operators

Sparklis also enables to gain knowledge about the current base. For example, Fig-
ure 11 shows a more sophisticated query, using aggregates, to gain information about
the distribution of the 4 Biliki groups. On the results area, we can see that group
g1 is the largest one. It gathers 179 Georgian infinitives, 9 988 inflected forms, 15
different PFSF and 13 preverbs. The results area also shows a sample of each group.

Note that this query, as all the previous ones, was built by clicking. Here the right
hand part of the suggestion area had been used (not illustrated here).
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Figure 12: Gaining knowledge of PFSF at the present tense

Similarly, Figure 12 shows information about the distribution of PFSF at present
tense. Again, PFSF “a” and “ev” with only one representative could be questioned:
is the base incomplete? Is it a mistake? That is again an illustration of how Sparklis
helps to test the quality of the base.
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3 Project Architecture

Figure 13: Project Architecture

Figure 13 represents the global architecture of the project. A user, for example
a foreigner learning Georgian, enters a conjugated form. If this form exists in the
base, a structure giving information about this form is accessible and allows the user
to find the tense, the person, possible translations, the infinitive form, etc. If the
form does not exist, someone can provide the seed to make conjugated forms: the
second person singular at present tense, with its morphological decomposition and
other information, for example “verb (kiraob, kiraoba, [rent], [louer], its form in
Georgian characters, ’ქირაობ’, g1, sg1, present, second, singular, -, -, kira, -, ob, -, [[-
], [i, u]]).” which indicates that form “kiraob” comes from verb “kiraoba”, a possible
translation into English is “to rent”, a possible translation into French is “louer”, the
verb is of the 1st group, 1st subgroup, the form is in the Present tense, 2nd person
singular, it has neither preverb nor pre-radical, its root is “kira”, it has no postradical,
its PFSF is “ob”, it has no ending, the possible preverbs for the future and other
times that require it are “i” and “u”. From this seed, the conjugation module makes
inflected forms, 6 structures per tense with the same syntax as the seed. There are
too many irregularities to trust the rules of conjugation. The generated forms have
to be validated by experts. The validated forms are then transcribed in RDF Turtle
format to be integrated into the base under Sparklis.
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At present, the “Sparklis” and “Conjugate” boxes are working. The Sparklis pro-
cess has been illustrated in Section 2. Generating the inflected forms is briefly de-
scribed in Section 4. They both operate independently. The actions of the other
boxes currently have to be done by hand.

4 Building Inflected Forms
To systematically produce the inflected forms, we use Prolog, a programming lan-
guage that has been designed by Alain Colmerauer for natural language process-
ing [3, 14]. Our ”Conjugate” program allows both to easily program grammar rules
and code exceptions.

Figure 14: Conjugation of a verb from the first group, at present, imperfect and future
tenses, starting from the 2nd person singular present

Asmentioned earlier, we use the groups and subgroups defined by Nana Shavtval-
adze in her series of “Biliki” books. We also rely on hermorphological decomposition
and on the tables of verbs given in the books.

Figure 14 shows the conjugation of a verb from the first group at present, imper-
fect and future tenses. To build the forms at the Present tense for verbs of the first
group, we start from the second person singular present (here “kiraob”) for all the
singular persons. In general the first person singular is constructed by adding a “v”
preradical, the 3rd person singular by adding a “s” ending. The plural persons are in
general built from their singular person. The first person plural by adding a “t” ending
to the first person singular; the second person plural by adding a “t” ending, and the
3rd person plural by adding most often a “en”, “an” or “ian”ending. For imperfect, in
general, the form is constructed from the same person at present tense and the end-
ings are respectively replaced by “di”, “di”, “da”, “dit”, “dit” and “dnen”. For Future,
we also start from Present at the same person, and it suffices, in general, to add a
preverb (here “i”). For the displayed example, in addition, as the verb is irregular, it
is necessary to modify the PFSF (“ob” changed to “eb”) and add a postradical (“v”)
after the root.

For other tenses and other groups, rules are slightly different but the same prin-
ciple is used. See [10] for more details

Figure 15 shows an excerpt from the Prolog program to build, for the present
tense, the 3rd person plural from the 3rd person singular. Predicate build_third_plu
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build_third_plu(GeorgianInfinitive, SubGroup, ThirdSing, ThirdPlu) :-
change_number(singular, plural, ThirdSing, Form),
build_third_plu_do(GeorgianInfinitive, SubGroup, Form, ThirdPlu).

% Exceptions
% ...
build_third_plu_do(djdoma, sg15, _, Form, ThirdPlu) :-

change_root(zi, skhed, Form, Form1),
change_ending(s, an, Form1, ThirdPlu),
!.

%regular rules
build_third_plu_do(_GeorgianInfinitive, sg7, Form, ThirdPlu) :-

change_ending(_, t, Form, ThirdPlu),
!.

build_third_plu_do(_GeorgianInfinitive, sg8, Form, ThirdPlu) :-
change_ending(_, at, Form, ThirdPlu),
!.

build_third_plu_do(_GeorgianInfinitive, SubGroup, Form, ThirdPlu) :-
member(SubGroup, [sg5, sg15]),
change_ending(_, an, Form, ThirdPlu),
!.

build_third_plu_do(_GeorgianInfinitive, SubGroup, Form, ThirdPlu) :-
member(SubGroup, [sg9, sg10, sg11]),
change_ending(_, ian, Form, ThirdPlu),
!.

build_third_plu_do(_GeorgianInfinitive, SubGroup, Form, ThirdPlu) :-
member(SubGroup, [sg1, sg2, sg3, sg4, sg6, sg12, sg13, sg14]),
change_ending(s, en, Form, ThirdPlu).

Figure 15: An excerpt from the Prolog predicate to build for the Present tense the
3rd person plural from 3rd person singular
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takes as parameter the Georgian infinitive, the subgroup, the form for 3rd person sin-
gular and returns the form for the 3rd person plural. It first changes the number from
singular to plural and then make the others changes depending on the subgroup by
calling predicate build_third_plu_do.

Predicate build_third_plu_do deals with exceptions first. We have shown
only one of the exceptions on the figure: verb “djdoma” (ჯდომა, “to sit down”), of
subgroup sg15, for which the root has to be changed from “zi” to “skhed”. Then
regular rules address each subgroup. Five rules respectively address subgroups 7, 8,
5&15, 9&10&11 and the remaining ones by changing the ending, respectively to “t”,
“at”, “an” “ian” and “en”.

For each of the 6 persons in each of the tenses, a set of rules is built according
to this model with more or less exceptions. One can see that Prolog is especially
well suited to this problem. The rules are relatively explicit and for each detected
exception, a clause is simply added in front of the general rules.

5 Discussion, Perspectives and Conclusion
To our best knowledge, our tool is the only one of its type. We have, for example,
found nothing specific to the Georgian language on the MultiTAL platform6, expert
in automatic language processing (TAL) focused on Eastern and/or poorly endowed
languages [13]. The Georgian Wiktionary7 is aimed at Georgian speaking people. It
is of no help to people who are beginning to learn the language. Google translate8 is
till doing quite poorly to translate Georgian verbs. INESS::XLE-Web9, the system of
Paul Maurer, is dedicated to linguists. It is able to parse sentences and produce syntax
tree of a number of languages, including Georgian [11]. While its linguistic power is
much larger than what we offer, the information that we need is buried in the syntax
tree and not really accessible to beginners. Furthermore, there are no transliterations,
no translations, and last but not least none of our querying possibilities.

Our project is still under development. Currently, the base contains 15235 in-
flected forms related to 253 verbs for 10 tenses (present, imperfect, conjunctive, fu-
ture, conditional, future conjunctive, aorist, optative, present perfect, past perfect).
The forms have been generated and tested by students who are native Georgian speak-
ers. At least all the verbs of the “Biliki” books are covered. One can expect that the
most useful verbs for every day’s life are already present. According to Tuite [16],
5 tenses are missing: present iterative, imperative, permansive, mixed conjunctive
present, perfect conjunctive.

The short-term perspectives are as follows. The current verb forms still have to
be systematically tested (using Sparklis as in Section 2.7 for example). We are still

6http://multital.inalco.fr
7https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/List _of _Wiktionaries _by _language _family #Kartvelian _lan-

guages _(8,074 _- _1 _- _1)
8https://translate.google.fr
9http://clarino.uib.no/iness/xle-web
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in the process of analyzing exceptions and irregularities. A library of usual queries
is under construction. Phonetic and English-oriented transliterations are planned in
order to help non-French users. More verbs will be added.

In the medium term, we have to slightly revise the ontology that is structuring
our form description in order to use a vocabulary more standard in linguistics and
to be able to accommodate other types of words (past participles, nouns, adjectives,
...). We have to adapt the generation rules in order to be able to build forms with
direct and indirect object markers (see for example [1]), a feature that is especially
confusing for French and English speakers. For example, “I do (without other indi-
cation)”=“vak’eteb”(ვაკეთებ), “I do for me” = “vik’eteb”(ვიკეთებ), “I do for you”
=“gik’eteb” (გიკეთებ) [note the disappearance of the first person marker,“v”], “you
do for me”=“mik’eteb”(მიკეთებ), etc.

In a longer term, we want to complete the system with the 2 modules presented
above that are not yet designed: 1) to help users enter a seed, especially to help them
make the decomposition into morphemes and decide upon their group relying on
Sparklis’ suggestion mechanism; 2) to help users validate and update the Conjugate
program when exceptions are detected by experts. Users should not have to see the
Prolog code. Meta-facilities of Prolog allow programs to build Prolog code. We hope
to be able to build on top of them.

In the long term, links to an actual electronic dictionary would be a big asset. At
some point, it will be important to ensure that the tool is collaborative, and that any
user can suggest modifications and new entries in the database in a safe way.

In conclusion, our base, in its current state, is already a successful proof of con-
cept. It can help foreign learners to easily get information about verbs that they en-
counter in Georgian texts. This is an ongoing project with numerous perspectives and
we are open to collaborations.
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